STEREOTYPES

African (Black) American Stereotypes
- Black people are lazy and are criminals
- Black people are all good at sports
- Black people have babies out of wedlock and live on welfare
- Black people all have excellent rhythm

Asian/Chinese Stereotypes
- All Chinese know kung fu
- All Chinese are "brainwashed" into worshipping Chairman Mao and can't think independently
- All Chinese are good at math
- Asian women are generally subservient to men, anti-feminist, and more "morally pure" than Western women
- Asians all live with their entire extended families

European (White) American Stereotypes
- Most White American college students don't study, party all of the time, and are ignorant of the outside world
- All White people are greedy and materialistic
- White people are more racist than other ethnic groups
- White Americans are never victims of hate speech or hate crimes
- White Americans have no rhythm
- White people all come from rich families

Jewish Stereotypes
- All Jews are cheap and shrewd in business
- The Jews control everything in the United States
- Jewish Mothers are over-protective and overbearing
- All Jews know how to make money
- Jews don't care what happens to anyone except their own kind

Hispanic Stereotypes
- Hispanics only get jobs at construction sites or as custodians
- Hispanics are drug dealers who lives in apartments with at least 10 other people
- Hispanics are immigrants who crossed the border and don’t know any English
- Hispanics are lazy

Middle Eastern/Muslim Stereotypes
- All Muslims are terrorists
- Muslims teach their children to hate and that they value life less than others
- Middle Easterners have links with Al-Qaeda or Osama Bin Laden
- Everyone in the Middle East is Muslim
- The religion of Islam is a religion of hatred and violence
- Middle Easterners are either bombers, belly dancers, or billionaires